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Welcome at RIHO
With almost 40 years of experience, we can call ourselves the 
bathroom manufacturer with a passion for sanitary. This is clearly 
reflected in our contemporary baths, showers and high-quality 
bathroom furniture. Of course, we are always inspired by our 
customers, the market and trends. That is why we offer you a wide 
choice and always an eye-catching and surprising design.

We increasingly see the look and feel of the living room coming 
back to the bathroom. Luxurious curtains, exciting materials, 
expressive furniture decors and beautiful lamps. The bathroom is 
completely adapted to a person's wishes and own style. This room 
therefore becomes the new living bathroom: Bathroom Living. Not 
only stylish, but above all practical and liveable. A place to relax, 
spend time and be inspired. With the RIHO collections, you can 
create your dream bathroom, whether contemporary modern or 
timelessly classic.

In this inspiration brochure, you will find an overview of our 
collection and novelties. We wish you much inspiration in 
discovering products and bathroom designs to suit your wishes and 
taste! Do you have any questions, need advice or want more 
information about RIHO or our products? Please visit 
www.riho.com or contact us by email or phone.

the Netherlands:
T 013 5 728 728
E info@riho.nl

Belgium:
T 013 31 47 80 
E info@riho.be

Bath: Toledo Frosted 

Cabinet: FromScratch 

Washbowl: Oviedo Frosted 

Mirror: Pebble
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Bathtubs
Looking for a bath? At RIHO 
you will find freestanding, 
semi-freestanding and built-in 
baths. You also have the 
choice between Solid Surface 
and acrylic.

Wellness
Would you prefer a whirlpool  
in your bathroom? You can! 
Several freestanding acrylic 
baths have Sparkle Mood as 
an option. You can also 
choose from various 
RIHOPools in the built-in 
baths. Go for ultimate luxury 
with a bath from the Thermae 
collection.

RIHO
Overview
At RIHO you can find 
bathtubs, shower trays, 
shower enclosures, bathroom 
furniture and accessories.
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Shower
trays
RIHO shower floors offer a 
solution for every 
bathroom. Thanks to the 
different formats 
and materials, the 
possibilities are vast.

Shower
enclosures
In the shower enclosure 
collection, you will find 
different styles from 
industrial, modern to 
minimalist. We offer solutions 
for both large and small 
bathrooms.

Furniture
Create a unique atmosphere in 
your bathroom with a beautiful 
bathroom cabinet from RIHO. 
We have developed three 
furniture collections, each with 
its own style, from rustic to 
modern.
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Top quality,
made in Europe
High-quality bathroom furniture, baths and showers with a 
surprising design. That's 100% RIHO. As a bathroom specialist, we 
have only one ambition: that you can create the bathroom of your 
dreams. Stylish and comfortable. A bathroom you enjoy and 
where you can completely relax.
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Design & comfort first

We take two criteria into 
account in all our designs: 
everything we make must be 
beautiful and functional. We 
are customer-oriented, dare 
to challenge current trends 
and create fresh and 
innovative solutions that 
breathe the RIHO DNA. This 
is how we continue to 
surprise you.
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Efficiency

We strive to continuously 
optimise and automate our 
production and logistics 
processes so that we can 
deliver the speed that a 
market expects from us and 
you can be sure of an excellent 
and efficient service. The 
customer is central.

Top quality with good 
guarantees

RIHO produces high-quality 
products. For us, quality 
means reliability of product 
and service. You can tell how 
good our products are by the 
materials used and the level of 
finish. We offer good 
guarantees and, thanks to the 
support of our service team, 
you can be sure of a bathroom 
that will last.

Watch our 
company 
video here!
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Your style,
your bathroom
The RIHO Solid Surface products have a timeless design 
thanks to the clean lines and pure look.

Solid Surface is a very strong and pore-free material, 
therefore durable and easy to maintain. It is perfectly 
suitable for baths, showers, washbasins and wash bowls and 
is a smart long-term choice.

Why RIHO’s Solid Surface? 

✓ Easy to maintain
✓Durable material
✓High-end design, beautiful shapes and clean lines
✓  Our Solid collection is designed in-house and produced from 

our own moulds
✓Matching wash bowls, shower tray and accessories
✓ Trendsetter in design and comfort

Bath: Toledo
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Bath: Bilo

Bath: Granada in Sikkens colour
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Solid Coloured
Earthy tones in the bathroom
For a stylish bathroom with natural tones, the Bilbao bath and 
Escala wash bowl in one of these full solid colours are perfect: Moss 
Green, Pebble Grey and Anthracite Matt.

For a beautiful concrete-look bathroom, match the Bilbao and 
Escala in anthracite with the Isola shower floor in anthracite.

Like the white variants, these freestanding baths and wash bowls 
consist of the same material and colour throughout. This makes 
them very durable, maintenance-friendly and scratch-resistant.

Bilbao Solid Coloured is only available in 170x80 cm.

Bath: Bilbao in Moss Green 
Wash bowl: Escala in Moss Green
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Perfect 
match
To complete the look, the 
Escala wash bowl is also 
available in these three 
beautiful colours.

Bath: Bilbao in Anthracite Matt 
Wash bowl: Escala in Anthracite Matt

Wash bowls: Escala in Pebble Grey
Mirror: Sunrise with indirect lighting and heating
Bath: Bilbao in Pebble Grey



New: Solid Frosted
Transparent, yet soft and 
concealing at the same time
Are you looking for something more special than a white bath? Do 
you want a real eye-catcher in your bathroom? Then discover our 
new Solid Frosted semi-transparent freestanding baths Oval, 
Oviedo and Toledo! Available in three colours: Frosted Smoke, 
Frosted Umber and Frosted Forest. The exterior receives a special 
treatment that gives the bath a frosted matt appearance.

Because we want this transparent bath to be fully aesthetically 
pleasing and not disturb its appearance, no overflow is provided. 
Instead, the bath is equipped with a clic-clac that works on water 
pressure. This means that when the bathtub fills up to a certain 
height, the clic-clac opens and prevents flooding. An innovative 
feature in baths!

Bath: Toledo in Frosted Umber 
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Frosted 
wash bowls
The Oval and Oviedo wash bowls 
are also available in the three 
Solid Frosted colours.

Bath: Oval in Frosted Smoke

Bath: Oviedo in Frosted Forest
Wash bowls: Oviedo in Frosted Forest
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Freestanding acrylic baths 
Your style, your bathroom
A freestanding bathtub gives your bathroom an instant 
upgrade. It gives the room a luxurious feel thanks to its chic 
look. In addition, a freestanding bath offers you numerous 
possibilities because you can place it anywhere. Is a fully 
freestanding bath not possible after all? Then choose a semi-
freestanding version, which requires less space yet retains the 
practical features of a freestanding bath. Win-win!

Bath: Inspire
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Bath: Devotion

Bath: Desire Corner

Some of our freestanding 
baths are available in matt 

white. 

Or choose a matt black 
exterior with a matt white 

interior. Original!
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RIHO Fall
Bath filler with overflow
RIHO offers the RIHO Fall with many acrylic baths: a bath filler via 
the overflow. The RIHO Fall is stylishly incorporated in the bathtub 
and fits perfectly in every bathroom. For operation, you use a built-
in tap that you can choose according to your own taste. The bath 
filler comes standard in chrome. Other colours are optionally 
available.
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Sparkle Mood
Refreshing bubbles with 
relaxing music 
A (semi) freestanding bath with refreshing bubbles? From now on, 
it is possible! For a number of freestanding and back-2-wall baths, 
we present Sparkle Mood. A system with a whisper-quiet air pump 
for 16 sparkle jets. A user-friendly full-flat control on the bath rim 
and LED colour therapy are part of the experience. And B-Music 
completes your relaxing bathing moment as your bath plays your 
favourite music via built-in Bluetooth speakers.
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Desire
A statement in the bathroom
You have limited space in your bathroom, but still want a 
freestanding bath? Then the Desire Back-2-Wall or Desire Corner is 
an ideal alternative. 

You can go for a more pure and sleek look by choosing the matt 
white version. Go one step further and choose a matt black finish on 
the outside and a matt white one on the inside. Give the bath an 
extra touch with the optional LED lighting at the bottom of the 
bath. 
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Modesty
Comfort is our priority
This designer bath lives up to its name: the double-walled bath 
combines a luxurious look with lying comfort and user-
friendliness, without being eccentric. Modesty is made of high-
quality white acrylic, making it little prone to scale and easy to 
clean. This bath with a sleek design is lightweight and easy to 
install.



Built-in bathubs
Which bath fits you like a glove? 
Rectangular, space-saving or round: RIHO offers you a wide 
choice of shapes and sizes so that you can enjoy the pleasure of a 
bath. 

Do you have a small bathroom? Then choose a space-saving 
version or a corner bath. Are you a fan of a bath and your partner a 
fan of a shower? Then a bath-shower combination is your match. 
Plenty of options and for everyone's budget, it's up to you.

ADVANTAGES OF ACRYLIC BATHS

• Smooth and porefree surface
• Hygienic and easy to clean
• UV-resistant
• Provides a pleasantly warm surface
• Durable
• Light weight

Bath: Rethink Shower 
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Bath: Lazy

Certain acrylic bathtubs 
have an edge that is only 

10 to 20 mm high! This 
allows you to install your 

bath stylishly.

Bath: Rethink Space
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Rethink
Less chrome = more style
Rethink: a beautiful series of RIHO built-in baths that have a number 
of features in common. Besides a beautiful slim 20 mm bath rim, the 
baths have a neatly finished overflow and a pop-up drain in the 
colour of the bath. The overflow and pop-up finish are available in 
several colours. Chrome details are no longer present. Meet the 
Rethink Cubic and the Rethink Space.

• Optional various colours of overflow covers and plugs
• Thin bath rim
• Available with RIHO Fall
• Available as Plug & Play
• With whirlpool systems

Bath: Rethink Space
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Still
A bath that leaves you speechless
Clean lines. Clear contours. Our Still collection consists of 3 beautiful 
baths: Square, Smart and Shower. The stunning accessories make your 
Still bath the ultimate place to relax after a busy day. 

A specially designed head cushion with invisible magnetic attachment 
and a handy bath tray in bamboo wood make 
your bathing experience complete. This range features a minimalist 
overflow, integrated white drain cover with click-clack system and bath 
drain.

Bath: Stil Square



Plug & Play
A built-in bath with the look 
and feel of a semi-
freestanding tub
With a number of RIHO acrylic built-in baths in high-gloss white, 
you can choose a 'Plug & Play' option. The sides of the bath are 
then fitted with seamlessly glued panels in the same acrylic 
material as the bath. A bathtub surround is then no longer 
necessary. 

You create a semi-freestanding bath with a modern, fresh look. 
You can also choose a Back-to-Wall Plug & Play option: three 
sides fitted with bonded acrylic panels.

Bath: Rethink Cubic Plug & Play 24
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THE ADVANTAGES:
• Quick installation, pre-assembled

with leg set: "Plug & Play"
• Bath can be simply installed on the

bathroom floor
• When renovating, the bath can be

placed over the old bath position
• No grouting and limited number of

sealants
• Easy to keep clean
• Insulated casing (low heat loss)
• Available in a wide range of sizes
and models

• Competitive price

Bath: Rethink Cubic Wall Plug & Play

Bath: Still Smart Plug & Play
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A moment to yourself
Time for me-time
And it can be in your own home. With RIHOpools, we offer you a beautiful 
choice of whirlpools.

With our whirlpools, you can create your own wellness space at home. Great 
for relaxing after a busy day.

Choose from 4 whirlpool systems
RIHOpools are available in four systems: Air, Flow, Joy and Bliss. 
They all have specific functions and features. We build the system you 
choose into your favourite acrylic bath. So you get a stylish RIHO pool to 
relax in at home.

Listen to your favourite music through your bath!

With the Joy and Bliss RIHOpools, it is possible to turn your bath 
into a speaker. So you can listen to music in your bath without seeing 
a speaker. Connect your device via bluetooth and play!

TIP!
Check out all the options on 
our website and make your 
bathing moment complete!
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Bath: Carolina Bliss

Bath: Aryl Bliss
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Which RIHOpool do you choose?

RIHOPOOL FLOW 
THE POWER OF A MASSAGE

• 14 hydrojets (massage jets)
• 1 white light
• Electronic control

RIHOPOOL JOY 
TO FULLY ENJOY

• 14 relaxing aerojets with 5 intensity levels
• 14 hydrojets (massage jets)
• Moodlight
• Music/Bluetooth function
• Electronic control
• Automatic and manual dry-blowing function

(aerojets)
• Aero heater

RIHOPOOL BLISS 
WELLNESS EXPERIENCE AT HOME

• 16 relaxing aerojets with 5 intensity levels
• 16 hydrojets (massage jets)
• Moodlight
• Music/Bluetooth + radio function
• Electronic control
• Automatic and manual dry-blowing function

(aerojets)
• Cleaning function
• Heating function (when using hydrojets)
• Child-lock
• Aero heater

RIHOPOOL AIR 
WONDERFULLY RELAXING

• 11 aerojets (relaxing bubbles)
• 1 white light
• Electronic control
• Automatic dry-blowing function
• Aero heater
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Immerse yourself in luxury
A statement in your bathroom 
A thermae bath is a whirlpool bath with various functions that allow 
you to create the ultimate wellness experience. 

The air and water jets provide a wonderful massage that relaxes 
your muscles and joints. The ergonomic design gives you the 
perfect lying shape, allowing your body to relax completely. Using a 
whirlpool also gives you new energy and boosts your performance.

Thermae: Anna
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Isola
A natural look in your 
bathroom 
The shower tray has a matt slate texture. The slate finish offers 
you instant safety thanks to its non-slip texture. The shower floor 
is timeless and has a sleek appearance. As a result, it fits 
perfectly into different styles of bathrooms. We think its 
combination with an industrial or modern bathroom is the perfect 
match. What about you?

The subtle and, above all, cleverly 
incorporated drain ensures that you 
have efficient water drainage. So you 
won't be bothered by water overflow 
outside the shower. Have you been 
dreaming of an open walk-in shower 
for years? Then Isola is your best 
choice.

Shower tray: Isola white

Shower tray: Isola white
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Shower tray: Velvet Sole

Velvet Sole
Ultra-flat design, matt look and stylish finish. RIHO's Velvet Sole 
shower floors stand out for their simplicity. They fit perfectly into a 
modern design interior. 

The Velvet Sole shower floor has a Solid Surface finish. This makes it 
perfect to combine with our extensive collection of Solid Surface 
baths and wash bowls.



Shower screen: Grid 404
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Grid
An eyecatcher in the
bathroom
Have you seen our collection of shower enclosures yet? Inspired 
by the industrial trend, RIHO offers shower screens in matt black 
aluminium. An eye-catcher. A must-have!

A shower enclosure is the eye-catcher in your bathroom. Sleek 
and atmospheric!
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Solid Surface seat Silla 
Shower cabin: Lucid 203 
Shower tray: Velvet Sole

Lucid
Sleek and contemporary
Bring the typical New York loft feel to your bathroom with our Lucid 
range. Bet this sleek and contemporary shower enclosure will fit 
beautifully into your bathroom interior?

The 6 mm tempered glass is fully enclosed in a stylish profile and 
features RIHO Shield. This transparent coating makes cleaning the 
glass an easy job. 

Also note the practical and beautifully integrated towel rail that 
comes with it as an option. 
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Mirror: Shield Round 
Wash bowls: Valor 
Cabinet: FromScratch in Z16 Off White

FromScratch 
furniture collection
FromScratch is the high-end furniture collection of RIHO. In 
addition to the beautiful design, the materials used are also of 
a high quality.

In this collection, you can choose between the Solid Surface 
washbasin, the Solid Surface cover plate or a decor cover 
plate in combination with one of our Solid Surface bowls. 
These wash bowls combine beautifully with our Solid Surface 
bathtubs.

• Made in Belgium
• Extensive colour palette
• Large selection of Solid Surface wash bowls
• Mitred drawers possible
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Spring
Spring is a collection that, like spring, is all about refreshment. 
Functional furniture that, thanks to its fresh and trendy look can be 
integrated into any bathroom style. A series that fits any bathroom 
thanks to the wide choice of washbasins and different sizes. 

Make your own choice from the possible decors and from the two 
types of base cabinets. Choose surface-mounted drawer fronts in 
wood decor or mitred lacquered drawers. Then complete your set 
with a set of handles in a colour of choice (not possible with mitred 
drawers). All this at a competitive price, making Spring a complete 
collection with a fresh twist.

Cabinet: Spring with Lagoon Bowls in the colour D02 and golden handles



Livit
For today's bathroom
A stylish quality bathroom with unique details, that's Livit. With 
Livit, you choose a high-quality, modular furniture concept with 
a modern and contemporary touch, beautiful decors and fine 
thin drawer fronts.

The collection is built around beautiful washbasins and wash 
bowls that can be combined with a base cabinet, frame or both. 
Be sure to discover our ceramic washbasins in beautiful marble 
finish. Combined with our stylish decors, this delivers a classy 
piece of furniture for everyone's bathroom. Also be sure to 
check out the new decors with wood and marble combined.

Cabinet: Livit with washbasin Velvet Top in the colour DRE 
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New: Marmic 
Fountain
New to the Livit range this year 
is Marmic Fountain. A 
washbasin in the same marble 
look as the Marmic wash bowls.

The basins are available in white 
or black.

Cabinet: Livit with washbasin Velvet Top in the colour DIN
Mirrors: Oval
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Accessories
Looking for matching accessories? In the RIHO range you will find 
seats, headrests and niches that perfectly match the Solid Surface 
baths. In addition, we also offer mirrors and mirror cabinets that you 
can combine beautifully with the furniture collection. 

With each accessory you give your bathroom a personal touch. 

Niche: Alcove
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Mirror: Sunrise 
Wash bowls: Escala Solid Coloured in the colour Pebble Grey

Seat: Basic
Bath: Bilbao
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Mirror Pebble
Organic and asymmetric 
shapes are a new bathroom 
trend. Pebble is 100x66.7 cm 
and features mirror heating 
and LED lighting all around.

Mirror cabinet Type 13
Mirror cabinet with double-sided, 
handleless mirror doors and soft-
close hinges. 

This mirror cabinet has two glass 
shelves.Handy for storing toiletries 
and toothbrushes. 

Available in all colours of the Livit 
and FromScratch furniture 
collection.

Spiegelkast: Type 13 
Meubel: Livit met wastafel Velvet Slim in 
de kleur X00

Mirror: Pebble 
Cabinet: FromScratch with wash bowl Oviedo Frosted Umber
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Mirror: Shield Round 
Wash bowl: Oval Solid Frosted Smoke
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Inside look
...

Bath: Oviedo
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Valor Bowl Tray 
incl. freeflow

On our social media 
channels, you can find even 
more inspiration from our 
customers. 

You will find RIHO products 
in the showroom, but also 
at end customers and even 
in hotels! 

Use the hashtag 
#Riho_international 
So you too can help inspire

Valor Bowl 
incl. freeflow

Bath: Thermae Carmen

Shower door: Grid 104
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Bath: Oval Solid Frosted Smoke
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Valor Bowl 
incl. freeflow

Valor Bowl Tray 
incl. freeflow

Mirror: Shield Round 
Wash bowl: Oval Solid Frosted Smoke



Shower screen: Scandic NXT 402 



Bath: Devotion with RIHO Fall
Seat: Silla
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RIHO International BV
Hermesstraat 10
5047 TS Tilburg 
The Netherlands
T 0031 13 5 728 728
E info@riho.nl

RIHO Belgium
Nijverheidslaan 27
3290 Diest
Belgium
T 0032 13 31 47 80
E info@riho.be

RIHO Germany GmbH
Adlerstrasse 4-8 
58708 Menden 
Germany 
T 02373 / 9339330
E Info@riho.de

www.riho.com




